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Asia’s New Geopolitics 2021-09-28 intensifying geopolitical rivalries rising defence spending and the proliferation of the
latest military technology across asia suggest that the region is set for a prolonged period of strategic contestation none of
the three competing visions for the future of asian order a us led free and open indo pacific a chinese centred order or the
asean inspired indo pacific outlook is likely to prevail in the short to medium term in the absence of a new framework the
risk of open conflict is heightened and along with it the need for effective mechanisms to maintain peace and stability as
asia s leaders seek to rebuild their economies and societies in the wake of covid 19 they would do well to reflect upon the
lessons offered by the pandemic and their applicability in the strategic realm the societies that have navigated the crisis
most effectively have been able to do so by putting in place stringent protective measures crisis management and
avoidance mechanisms and even in the longer term wider arms control can be seen as the strategic equivalent of such
measures and as such they should be pursued with urgency in asia to reduce the risks of an even greater calamity
Globalization and Geopolitics in the Middle East 2007-03-14 examining globalization in the middle east this book provides a
much needed assessment of the impact of globalization in the greater middle east including north africa in the context of the
powerful geopolitical forces at work in shaping the region today written by a well known authority in this area this book
demonstrates that unlike in other regions such as east asia geopolitics has been a critical factor in driving globalization in
the middle east the author argues that whereas elsewhere globalisation has opened up the economy society culture and
attitudes to the environment in the middle east it has had the opposite effect with poor state formation little interregional
trade foreign and interregional investment and reassertion of traditional identities this book explores the impact of
globalization on the polities economies and social environment of the greater middle east in the context of the region s
position as the central site of global geopolitical competition at the start of the twenty first century
The Geopolitics of Space Exploration 2021-04-02 this is the tale of the modern space age detailing all the risks rewards
and rivalries that have fueled space exploration over the decades jump into a world of ambitious entrepreneurs and
determined spacefaring nations of secret spy satellites and espionage of all the cooperative and competing interests vying
for dominance in ways little known to the public written by an italian aeronautical engineer with over thirty years of
experience in government and private industry this english translation explains how and why the game has fundamentally
evolved and where it is headed next exploring such topics as gps and cyberspace the economics of private and public
industry and the political motivations of emerging spacefaring powerhouses like china this book is an engaging foray into the
ongoing battle for our terrestrial home through extraterrestrial means
The Geopolitics of U.S. Overseas Troops and Withdrawal 2022-02-25 why is it so difficult for a great power or a
hegemon to retrench its overseas military power specifically why are u s military bases and troops still largely where they
were five years ago twenty years ago or even seventy years ago through developing a theory of great power persistence
this book offers an explanation closely aligned with neoclassical realism the theory argues that the murkiness of the
anarchic international system combines with specific psychological inclinations of individuals to produce better safe than
sorry policies in the united states decisions on troop deployments are powerfully influenced by the broader foreign policy
community its members tend to be risk averse and highly sensitive to the possibility that even minor troop withdrawals
might set off harmful geopolitical chain reactions preferring the status quo over any uncertain alternative they want their
country to continue to maximize its influence and project its military power abroad in order to steady wobbling geopolitical
dominoes the theory is put to the empirical test through a systematic analysis of u s overseas troop deployments withdrawal
attempts and retrenchment resistance during the presidency of donald trump which represents an ideal test case for these
mechanisms even if u s voters elected a retrenchment advocate as president and despite that the united states is a
gradually declining power the period saw very little change in u s overseas troop deployments the book concludes that
barring any dramatic unforeseeable international event the vast network of overseas u s military bases and troops is likely to
persist for a long time to come
Water, Civilisation and Power in Sudan 2015-03-05 water civilisation and power in sudan offers an alternative account
of how water policy violence and economic modernisation are linked
Turkey's New Geopolitics 2019-03-22 with the astonishing transformations in the geopolitics of the world since the collapse
of the soviet union turkey has been profoundly affected by the changes on its periphery for the first time since the beginning
of the century a turkic world has blossomed giving turkey potential new foreign policy clout from the balkans across the
caucasus a
The Geopolitics of East Asia 2003 this book focuses on the way geographical and historical forces continue to play a key role
in shaping international relations in east asia
Bulgarian Geopolitics in a Balkan Context 2024-04-01 this book is about the geographic space as an inseparable
component of a nation s historical memory territorial awareness geopolitical visions and obsessions the empirical part of the
book focuses on the critical analysis of first hand sources containing representations of the imagined spaces and places of
bulgaria and bulgarians from a long term perspective the research results are structured in accordance with the author s
model of an imagined national space it contains three general domains possessed national space the ethnogeopolitical
neighbourhood and ancient and legendary spaces the book also explores how bulgarians historical and ethnic spaces are
linked with specific geopolitics such as passive internal geopolitics soft revisionism non intervening geopolitical claims
blocking international integration as a disguised form of old territorial claims and emerging historical geopolitics it examines
how the imagined national space is approached by statesmen politicians academics and other creators of high geopolitics
the book also pays attention to the role of spatial imaginations in growing low popular geopolitics which includes media
popular culture and national mythology written in an interdisciplinary manner this timely book will attract the interest of
scholars and students in geopolitics human geography international relations nationalism studies and ethnic history
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Geopolitical Turmoil in the Balkans and Eastern Mediterranean 2023-07-15 this edited book will examine the balkans and
eastern mediterranean from multidimensional geo strategic political economic socio cultural religious and demographic
perspectives it analyzes the conflicting geopolitical interests of the major and regional powers as well as those of nato and
the european union with a focus on energy democracy and corruption shifts in population as well as religious political
influence the authors argue that the us nato and eu leaderships can no longer afford to ignore the two regions if the
increasing potential for conflict is to be averted the balkans and eastern mediterranean are returning to a major position in
the contemporary geostrategic nexus since nato began a new expansion into the balkans by bringing montenegro in 2017
and north macedonia in march 2020 into membership after its previous expansion to slovenia in nato s big bang in 2004 and
to both albania and croatia in 2009
The Pandemic in the Balkans 2021-05-12 one year after reaching europe the covid 19 pandemic has left a profound mark on
the western balkans it has exacerbated geopolitical dynamics that had been ongoing for decades while the eu has continued
to be inconclusive proceeding at a snail s pace with its carrot and stick approach china has seized the opportunity and
expanded its footprint the pandemic has also had major consequences for domestic politics local trends can largely be
summarised using the terms continuity and new hope with both these notions very much on display in the balkans and
shaping the speed and direction of democratic transitions which remain far from complete how has geopolitical competition
among the superpowers developed in the balkans over the last year what effects has the pandemic had on local democratic
standards is there room for new hopes in terms of regime change and citizen participation
Geopolitical Constructs 2016-09-19 using unknown archival material to give voice to those who made the mulberry harbours
to supply the military advance after d day and implemented a global military strategy in world war two this book brings the
big picture back to geopolitics showing how the everyday actions of individuals made and were made by geopolitical settings
Eurasia's Shifting Geopolitical Tectonic Plates 2017-07-18 this collection features articles short studies and interviews
by alexandros petersen 1984 2014 and constitutes a broad and prescient examination of eurasian geopolitics the author
analyzes western relations with the caucasus and central asia the expansion of chinese influence and russia strategic
interests
Azerbaijan's Geopolitical Landscape 2020-12-01 being located between the black and caspian seas azerbaijan has
always been the juncture of eurasia with a traditional reputation as a crossroads between the north south and east west
transport corridors and the traditional ground for competition between numerous regional and global players using both soft
and hard power with its vast hydrocarbon energy reserves azerbaijan is a country of particular importance in the south
caucasus the region s complex geopolitics have immensely influenced azerbaijan s foreign policy strategy with the
dissolution of the ussr azerbaijan as a new state with fragile security found itself in a complicated situation surrounded by
regional powers like iran russia and turkey the book is built around several major foreign policy issues faced by the republic
of azerbaijan since it regained its independence in 1991 these major issues include the conflict with armenia and related
matters the relationship with the west as well as the complexities arising from its relationship with russia and its ties to
muslim countries such as iran and saudi arabia
Averting An Iranian Geopolitical Crisis 2016-04-19 caught between the ottoman empire to the west the russian sphere
of influence in the north and the british colonial territories in india and the middle east iran at the end of the nineteenth
century was a hotly contested strategic battleground the ruling qajar dynasty was led by a young and inexperienced king
and the british were busy extending their reach through unbalanced treaties and resource concessions meanwhile powerful
tribal leaders like sheikh khaz al sought to retain their traditional positions and block efforts to unite the country under a
strong central government with the discovery of oil and britain s need to fuel her war machine in world war i increased
attention on iran demanded a modernization of her policies and government reza khan an otherwise unknown soldier united
the armed forces and swept to power bringing with him the unity and structure needed to take iran into the emerging
modern world after disposing of the former rulers he became the new shah and fought to rebuild his country after centuries
of abuse and manipulation by foreign powers what was at stake was the autonomy of iran s lifeline iran s golden state
khuzestan province a province with abundant rich oil and gas reservoirs natural resources with a strategic importance to the
warm waters of the persian gulf the full sovereignty by others could have exponentially undermined iran s position and role
on the world stage both politically and economically and even more so in the turbulent middle east of today events of the
time period of this book are very pertinent to the current geopolitical conversation struggles and developments in the region
this is the story of the dynamic power play for dominance robust diplomacy and political rivalries between colonial powers
powerful tribes and government actors in the iranian southwest theater the emergence of a powerful regime in iran and the
superpowers radical shifts in foreign policy and in the regional engagements in the post world war i significantly contributed
to averting this geopolitical crisis of a historic proportion it is an extensively researched and definitive history of iran at the
turn of the twentieth century that is required reading for anyone seeking to understand the history of colonialism oil
exploration and the ongoing political tensions of the middle east
Introduction to Geopolitics 2016-10-06 this new updated edition of introduction to geopolitics presents the overarching
themes of geopolitical structures and agents in an engaging and accessible manner which requires no previous knowledge of
theory or current affairs using new pertinent case studies and guided exercises the title explains the contemporary global
power of the united states and the challenges it is facing the persistence of nationalist conflicts migration cyberwar terrorism
and environmental geopolitics case studies of the rise of the so called islamic state the south china sea disputes the syrian
civil war the korean conflict and israel palestine emphasize the multi faceted nature of conflict the book raises questions by
incorporating international and long term historical perspectives and introduces readers to different theoretical viewpoints
including feminist contributions the new edition features expanded sections on network geopolitics and non state actors a
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new section on geopolitics of transnational business cyberwar an interpretation of isis within historical geopolitical trends as
well as expanded discussion of the relevance of boserup and neo malthusians to environmental geopolitics introduction to
geopolitics will provide its readers with a set of critical analytical tools for understanding the actions of states as well as non
state actors acting in competition over resources and power both students and general readers will find this book an
essential stepping stone to a deeper and critical understanding of contemporary conflicts
U.S.-Iran Misperceptions 2014-02-13 can iranians and americans find common ground to overcome their troubled history
u s iran misperceptions is the first written dialogue on the key issues that separate these two great countries bringing
together former policy makers and international relations experts from the united states and iran u s iran misperceptions a
dialogue provides new insights into and arguments about how each country s elites view the other and how misperceptions
have blocked the two from forging a normal and productive relationship guided by the leading theorist of misperceptions in
international relations columbia university professor robert jervis the book moves from jervis s opening essay to consider
mutual perceptions of ideology nuclear weapons neo imperialism regional hegemony and the future of the relationship it
presents authoritative clear eyed assessments while seeking plausible ways the two countries can avoid a catastrophic war
and rebuild the relationship u s iran misperceptions a dialogue offers uncompromising analysis and cautious optimism
Geopolitical Alpha 2020-10-15 forecast geopolitics and markets with this clear and insightful resource geopolitical alpha an
investment framework for predicting the future provides readers with an original and compelling approach to forecasting the
future and beating the markets while doing so persuasively written by author investment strategist and geopolitical analyst
marko papic the book applies a novel framework for making sense of the cacophony of geopolitical risks with the eye
towards generating investment relevant insights geopolitical alpha posits that investors should ignore the media hyped
narratives insights from smoke filled rooms and most of their political consultants and instead focus exclusively on the
measurable material constraints facing policymakers in the tug of war between policymaker preferences and their
constraints the latter always win out in the end papic uses a wealth of examples from the past decade to illustrate how one
can use his constraint framework to generate geopolitical alpha in the process the book discusses what paradigm shifts will
drive investment returns over the next decade why investment and corporate professionals can no longer treat geopolitics
as an exogenous risk how to ignore the media and focus on what drives market narratives that generate returns perfect for
investors c suite executives and investment professionals geopolitical alpha belongs on the shelf of anyone interested in the
intersection of geopolitics economics and finance
Geopolitical Representations of Iran in the United States Since the Hostage Crisis 2003 the conflict in ukraine and
russia s annexation of crimea has undoubtedly been a pivotal moment for policy makers and military planners in europe and
beyond many analysts see an unexpected character in the conflict and expect negative reverberations and a long lasting
period of turbulence and uncertainty the de legitimation of international institutions and a declining role for global norms
and rules did these events bring substantial correctives and modifications to the extant conceptualization of international
relations does the conflict significantly alter previous assumptions and foster a new academic vocabulary or does it confirm
the validity of well established schools of thought in international relations has the crisis in ukraine confirmed the vitality and
academic vigour of conventional concepts these questions are the starting points for this book covering conceptualisations
from rationalist to reflectivist and from quantitative to qualitative most contributors agree that many of the old concepts
such as multi polarity spheres of influence sovereignty or even containment are still cognitively valid yet believe the
eruption of the crisis means that they are now used in different contexts and thus infused with different meanings it is these
multiple conceptual languages that the volume puts at the centre of its analysis this text will be of great interest to students
and scholars studying international relations politics and russian and ukrainian studies
Vocabularies of International Relations after the Crisis in Ukraine 2016-10-26 rethinking theory and history in the cold war
focuses on what we mean by politics and international relations and how such assumptions have come to determine our
understanding of the cold war using an historical materialist method the author criticizes conventional conceptions of
international politics that tend to focus on the agency of and relations among states and offers an alternative historical
sociology of the cold war through an analysis of the relationship between formal political authority and socio economic
production seen from this perspective the state the modern conceptions of politics can be seen as products of a capitalist
modernity in which politics is based on the separation of the spheres of politics in the state and economics in civil society
book jacket
Rethinking Theory and History in the Cold War 2001 this book analyzes the methods effects and mechanisms by which
international relations reach the us citizen deftly dissecting the interrelationships of national identity formation corporate
news and opinion dissemination and the quasi academic apparatus of war justification focusing on the bush administration s
exploitation of the fear and insecurity caused by 9 11 and how this has manifested itself in the us media especially the
tabloid populist media debrix explains how all serve to defend and produce state power and develops a model of tabloidized
international relations where responses are both organized by and supportive of a strong centralized us government the field
of international relations sorely needs such analytics in so far as it explains how people in their everyday lives relate to
transnational issues tabloid terror critically covers a wide variety of us popular culture from the internet to fox news analyzes
diverse authors as julia kristeva j g ballard and robert kaplan and takes into account renowned international relations
interlocutors as don imus bill o reilly and tommy franks
Tabloid Terror 2007-09-12 the covid 19 pandemic has revealed the weaknesses of globalisation exposed the fragility of the
current growth model and accelerated the ongoing tech revolution this book is an in depth analysis of these weaknesses and
fragilities in the context of sustainability economist marco magnani suggests the possibility of pursuing a more balanced
environmentally and socially sustainable growth while defusing today s apocalyptic alarmism about climate change energy
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and demographic constraints and the future of work to make the global economy work for everyone
Making the Global Economy Work for Everyone 2022-01-24 this book examines the evolution of the eu s common
security and defence policy csdp from its inception in 1998 to the present day using the theoretical framework of historical
institutionalism it examines both the successes and failures of the csdp drawing on a series of interviews with officials and
researchers from various eu institutions nato and diplomatic missions of eu member states it assesses what has instigated
changes in the csdp and why some events have proven more determining and influential than others the book reviews six
crises that have shaped the csdp including the yugoslav wars the second gulf war the libyan campaign the ukrainian crisis
the syrian crisis and brexit in order to understand how real life events have influenced policy in this context the book defines
the term european strategic autonomy dynamically as the residual effect of negotiation over time it will appeal to
government officials and policymakers as well as students and scholars of european politics and international relations
The Evolution of the Common Security and Defence Policy 2022-05-26 nowhere is the connection between society
and the environment more evident and potentially more harmful for the future of the world than in asia in recent decades
rapid development of asian countries with very large populations has led to an unprecedented increase in environmental
problems such as air and water pollution solid and hazardous wastes deforestation depletion of natural resources and
extinction of native species this handbook provides a comprehensive survey of the cultural social and policy contexts of
environmental change across east asia the team of international experts critically examine a wide range of environmental
problems related to energy climate change air land water fisheries forests and wildlife the editors conclude that with nearly
half of the human population of the planet and several rapidly growing economies most notably china asian societies will
determine much of the future of human impacts on the regional and global environments as climate change related threats
to society increase the book strongly argues for increased environmental consciousness and action in asian societies this
handbook is a very valuable companion for students scholars policy makers and researchers working on environmental
issues in asia
Routledge Handbook of Environment and Society in Asia 2014-09-19 during the first world war over a million
armenians were killed as ottoman turks embarked on a bloody campaign of ethnic cleansing scholars have long described
these massacres as genocide one of hitler s prime inspirations for the holocaust yet the united states did not officially
recognize the armenian genocide until 2021 this is the first book to examine how and why the united states refused to
acknowledge the armenian genocide until the early 2020s although the american government expressed sympathy towards
the plight of the armenians in the 1910s and 1920s historian julien zarifian explores how from the 1960s a set of geopolitical
and institutional factors soon led the united states to adopt a policy of genocide non recognition which it would cling to for
over fifty years through republican and democratic administrations alike he describes the forces on each side of this issue
activists from the us armenian diaspora and their allies challenging cold war statesmen worried about alienating nato ally
turkey and dealing with a widespread american reluctance to directly confront the horrors of the past drawing from
congressional records rare newspapers and interviews with lobbyists and decision makers he reveals how genocide
recognition became such a complex politically sensitive issue
The United States and the Armenian Genocide 2024-05-17 this book provides powerful insights into the dynamics
nature and experiences of the terrors of counter terrorism measures in the uk abbas links her analysis to wider concerns of
nation construction and belonging racial profiling and policing the state of exception and pre emptive counter terrorism
measures community based counter terrorism measures and restrictions to political engagement freedom of speech and
hate speech what makes this work distinct is its advancement of an original framework the concentrationary gothic to
delineate the racialised mechanisms of terror involved in the governance of muslim populations in the war on terror context
the book illuminates the various ways in which muslims in britain experience terror through racialised surveillance and
policing strategies operating at state group inter and intra and individual levels in diverse contexts such as the street
workplace public transport and the home abbas situates these experiences within wider racial politics and theory drawing
connections to anti semitism anti blackness anti irishness and whiteness to provide a complex mapping of the ways in which
racial terror has operated in both historical and contemporary contexts of colonialism slavery and the camp and offering a
unique point of analysis through the use of gothic tropes of haunting monstrosity and abjection this vital work will be of
interest to students and scholars across sociology criminology anthropology terrorism studies islamic studies and critical
muslim studies researching race and racialisation security immigration nationhood and citizenship
Terror and the Dynamism of Islamophobia in 21st Century Britain 2021-08-04 pan regional constructions in the indian ocean
are of relatively recent origin are contested and remain relatively weak at present sub regional constructions on the other
hand have tended to be more focussed especially in terms of security and have generally been more successful the principal
purpose of this volume is to critically evaluate the debates surrounding these issues and to elucidate some of the main
strengths and weaknesses of regionalism at both scales the discussion begins at the pan regional scale with an evaluation of
pan regional contestation followed up by a chapter on the main pan regional grouping indian ocean region association for
regional cooperation ior arc which was renamed indian ocean rim association iora in 2013 thereafter key examples of sub
regional groupings south asia asean sadc and gcc are critically discussed in turn the principal readership for this volume will
be scholars of geography politics and international relations students of indian ocean studies regionalism experts
bureaucrats and politicians both within and outside the indian ocean region who wish to gain insights into indian ocean
matters scholars who appreciate a view of regional relations from the inside this book was published as a special issue of the
journal of the indian ocean region
Indian Ocean Regionalism 2016-04-14 international migration has been described as one of the defining issues of the twenty
first century while a lot is known about the complex nature of migratory flows surprisingly little attention has been given to
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one of the most prominent responses by governments to human mobility the practice of immigration detention intimate
economies of immigration detention provides a timely intervention offering much needed scrutiny of the ideologies policies
and practices that enable the troubling unparalleled and seemingly unbridled growth of immigration detention around the
world an international collection of scholars provide crucial new insights into immigration detention recounting at close
range how detention s effects ricochet from personal and everyday experiences to broader political economic social and
cultural spheres contributors draw on original research in the us australia europe and beyond to scrutinise the increasingly
tangled relations associated with detention operation and migration management with new theoretical and empirical
perspectives on detention the chapters collectively present a toolbox for better understanding the forces behind and broader
implications of the seemingly uncontested rise of immigration detention this book is of great interest to those who study
political economy economic geography and immigration policy as well as policy makers interested in immigration
Intimate Economies of Immigration Detention 2016-08-05 japanese leaders and often the media too have substituted
symbols for strategy in dealing with asia this comprehensive review of four periods over twenty years exposes the strategic
gap in viewing individually and collectively china taiwan the korean peninsula russia central asia and regionalism
Japanese Strategic Thought toward Asia 2007-01-22 a captured spy a woman looking for redemption a national security
advisor trying to hold his country together when a captured spy reveals the presence of a mole within the intelligence
establishment it is left to constantine d souza an ex police officer and a man forgotten by time to lead the hunt in a world of
shadows where lying is an art and betrayal is currency will d souza be able to unearth the mole in time another riveting
thriller ripped from the headlines by omar shahid hamid the counterterrorism expert takes you on a high speed chase down
the rabbit hole of hostile south asian politics the search for an indian mole at the heart of pakistan s security structure takes
you across the globe at breathless speed combining a love story with the murky world of spycraft you will want to read it
non stop shuja nawaz author of crossed swords pakistan its army and the wars within and the battle for pakistan the bitter
us friendship and a tough neighbourhood
Betrayal 2021-06-15 scrutinizes possibilities for an equalised global order in light of recent conflicts between the world s
major powers the post cold war era is definitively over asserted us president joe biden as he launched the new national
security strategy warning in late 2022 that a competition is underway between the major powers to shape what comes next
american leadership the document declared would be more necessary than ever to define the future of the international
order insisting that the us must marshal its unparalleled economic military and diplomatic resources to confront its
geopolitical rivals socialist register 2024 a new global geometry takes stock of momentous changes on the horizon even if
these geopolitical shifts do not spell the end of globalization how might they alter its historical trajectory while it is it
premature to speak of the end of the liberal economic order let alone the development of a multipolar international system
can we begin to assess the dimensions of a new global geometry and how might we assess the potential vulnerabilities of
socialist movements worldwide alongside the potential resistance our movements might manage to present grounded in our
historical demands for a democratic and equalizing world order
A New Global Geometry? 2024-06-18 this contextual biblical reading of luke 18 18 30 the encounter between jesus and the
rich ruler foregrounds the political and economic context of the pacific island countries and territories picts the reading
carefully explores the biblical text s context an exploration that includes looking at specific intertextual sources and
engaging scholars from asian and african contexts the reading is then applied to a contextual biblical approach to poverty in
samoan society the contextual biblical reading resituates the ruler in the lukan narrative within the context of the household
and the institutional constraints of its ecological environment the theoretical framework for the contextual biblical reading is
guided by the samoan proverb seu le manu ae taga i ile galu catch the bird and watch the wave symbolizing responsibility
and restraint in biblical interpretation at the end of the contextual biblical reading a new way of reading luke is presented
and three broad propositions are suggested for further consideration the main argument of this deep contextual reading of
the lukan passage is that the rich ruler offers a different form of following which is possible by living responsibly with wealth
Green Light on Europe 1991 this book investigates the relationship between democracy promotion and us national
security strategy through an examination of the reagan administration s attempt to launch a global campaign for democracy
in the early 1980s which culminated in the foundation of the national endowment for democracy in 1983 and through an
analysis of the early political interventions of the endowment until 1986 a case study of the formation and early operations
of the national endowment for democracy under the reagan administration based on primary documents from both the
national security bureaucracy and the private sector shows that while democracy promotion provided a new tactical
approach to the conduct of us political warfare operations these operations remained tied to the achievement of traditional
national security goals such as destabilising enemy regimes and building stable and legitimate friendly governments rather
than being guided by a strategy based on the universal promotion of democracy this book will be of interest to students and
scholars of us foreign policy democracy promotion and for those seeking to gain a better understanding of the reagan
administration
Catch the Bird but Watch the Wave 2024-02-28 this book analyses member states and eu neighbours national visions for the
enlargement of the european union eu highlighting 41 national histories policies and corresponding public perceptions of
european integration in a geopolitical context in which russia s war of aggression in ukraine has renewed the impetus for eu
enlargement national views vary considerably on the timing conditions and reforms necessary to welcome eastern
neighbours and the western balkans countries into the european family moreover eu enlargement policy is not only an
investment in peace and stability it has also become a political tool in response to the exploitation of interdependencies and
illiberal pressures this book presents concrete policy recommendations to national governments and the eu on how to move
forward productively
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Democracy Promotion, National Security and Strategy 2015-07-24 while intensive cooperation between china and the
eu in the fields of energy use and environmental protection is needed the question remains unanswered how this
cooperation could be organized this book puts the geopolitical implementation of energy security into the context of geo
economic systems in a global scale
Enlargement and the Future of Europe 2024-01-04 when most of eastern europe was struggling with dictatorships of
one kind or another the democratic republic of georgia 1918 1921 established a constitution a parliamentary system with
national elections an active opposition and a free press like the democratic republic of georgia in 1918 its successors
emerged after 1991 from a bankrupt empire and faced yet again the task of establishing a new economic political and social
system from scratch in both 1918 and 1991 georgia was confronted with a hostile russia and followed a pro western and pro
democratic course the top regional experts in this book explore the domestic and external parallels between the georgian
post colonial governments of the early twentieth and twenty first centuries how did the inexperienced georgian leaders in
both eras deal with the challenge of secessionism what were their state building strategies and what did democracy mean to
them what did their electoral systems look like why were their economic strategies so different and how did they negotiate
with the international community neighbouring threats these are the central challenges of transitional governments around
the world today georgia s experience over one hundred years suggests that both history and contemporary political analysis
offer the best and most interesting explanation of the often ambivalent outcomes
Secure Oil and Alternative Energy 2012-06-12 in this book an international team of political geographers and political
scientists examine the impact of 11 september 2001 on foreign policies and international relations the authors draw from a
variety of different perspectives to discuss america and emerging world orders terrorism environmental security civil society
and the visual and print media
The Making of Modern Georgia, 1918-2012 2014-03-14 as you have probably noticed there are quite a few investing
books out there many of them were written by some of the world s greatest investors so why should you read our book stock
investing is more prevalent than ever whether directly or indirectly through brokerage accounts exchange traded funds
mutual funds or retirement plans despite this the vast majority of individual investors have no training on how to pick stocks
and until now there hasn t been a truly accessible easy to understand resource available to help them the little book of
investing like the pros was written to fill this void we believe the simplicity and accessibility of our stock picking framework is
truly unique using real world examples and actual wall street models used by the pros we teach you how to pick stocks in a
highly accessible step by step manner our goal is straightforward to impart the skills necessary for finding high quality
stocks while protecting your portfolio with risk management best practices our practical approach is designed to help
demystify the investing process which can be intimidating this training will help set you apart from others who are largely
flying blind pilots require extensive training before receiving a license doctors must graduate medical school followed by a
multi year residency even those providing professional investment advice require certification but anyone can buy a stock
without any training whatsoever while buying stocks on a hunch and a prayer may not endanger your life it can certainly put
your finances at risk
11 September and its Aftermath 2004-01-01 this project addresses recurring questions about armenian turkish relations the
legacy of the armenian genocide of 1915 and relations between the armenian diaspora and the republic of armenia
additionally it discusses the ongoing conflict with azerbaijan and the armenian government s handling of the
commemoration of the one hundredth anniversary of the armenian genocide
The Little Book of Investing Like the Pros 2020-02-13
Armenia's Future, Relations with Turkey, and the Karabagh Conflict 2017-09-18
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